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We asked three 
designers the best 

way to revamp home 
décor for the colder 

months ahead 
PRODUCED BY MARIROSE KRALL

The best way to winterize your home décor-
wise is by adding visual and functional 
warmth. As a vegan designer, I highly 
recommend adding warmth and beaut 
 to your space during the winter by using 
faux fur blankets and pillows. Another way 
is by changing bed linens to fabrics that 
are snuggly and soft. And beautiful candles 
are an inexpensive way to add that extra 
sparkle and bring a little hygge to your 
winter decor.”

MARINA V. UMALI, CID 
LEED, API D+C 
Marina V. Design Studio 
Paramus 
347-674-9591 
marinavdesignstudio.com 

Color and texture are key to “warming up” 
your home for the winter. No matter what 
color your walls are, there is always a 
complementary warm or cool accent tone 
you can introduce with seasonal 
accessories. I am drawn to “winter white” 
because it is so important to keep as much 
light as possible in your home, especially 
during the dark days and nights of winter. 
Think about how your wardrobe changes 
with the seasons. You can apply those same 
choices to your home. A thicker textured 
throw in your living room or at the foot of 
your bed is like a nice cozy sweater.”

I typically stick to neutrals when it 
comes to the larger pieces in the home, 
so I love to switch up the accessories 
when transitioning from summer to 
winter. I always look to add more 
texture and warmth through textiles, 
such as a thick, cozy blanket or a cable-
knit pillow. I tend to store some of the 
summery prints and brighter colors and 
instead infuse richer neutrals and pops 
of red as we approach the holidays. 
Aside from soft textiles, I love switching 
out colorful blooms with seasonally 
appropriate florals and additional 
greenery. These small touches help keep 
the design fresh and yet maintain the 
authenticity of the original design.”
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SARAH CHURCH BRADY 
Salt Design Co. 
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thesaltyhome.com
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